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Abstract
An integer additive set-indexer is an injective function f : V (G)→ 2N0 such
that the induced function gf : E(G) → 2N0 defined by gf (uv) = f(u) + f(v)
is also injective. A graph G which admits an IASI is called an IASI graph.
An arithmetic integer additive set-indexer is an integer additive set-indexer f ,
under which the set-labels of all elements of a given graph G are arithmetic
progressions. In this paper, we discuss about admissibility of arithmetic inte-
ger additive set-indexers by certain graph operations and certain products of
graphs.
Key words: Integer additive set-indexers, arithmetic integer additive set-indexers,
isoarithmetic integer additive set-indexers,biarithmetic integer additive set-indexers.
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1 Introduction
For all terms and definitions, not defined specifically in this paper, we refer to [11] and
for more about graph labeling, we refer to [7]. Unless mentioned otherwise, all graphs
considered here are simple, finite and have no isolated vertices. All sets mentioned
in this paper are finite sets of non-negative integers. We denote the cardinality of a
set A by |A|.
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Definition 1.1. [8] An integer additive set-indexer (IASI, in short) is defined as an
injective function f : V (G) → 2N0 such that the induced function gf : E(G) → 2N0
defined by gf (uv) = f(u) + f(v) is also injective. A graph G which admits an IASI
is called an IASI graph.
Definition 1.2. The cardinality of the labeling set of an element (vertex or edge) of
a graph G is called the set-indexing number of that element.
In [9], the vertex set V of a graph G is defined to be l-uniformly set-indexed, if
all the vertices of G have the set-indexing number l.
By the term, an arithmetically progressive set, (AP-set, in short), we mean a set
whose elements are in arithmetic progression. We call the common difference of the
set-label of an element of the given graph, the deterministic index of that element.
Proposition 1.3. Let f be a vertex-arithmetic IASI defined on G. If the set-labels
of vertices of G are AP-sets with the same common difference d, then f is also an
edge-arithmetic IASI of G.
Definition 1.4. [18] An arithmetic integer additive set-indexer is an integer additive
set-indexer f , under which the set-labels of all elements of a given graph G are the sets
whose elements are in arithmetic progressions. A graph that admits an arithmetic
IASI is called an arithmetic IASI graph.
If all vertices of G are labeled by the set consisting of arithmetic progressions,
but the set-labels are not arithmetic progressions, then the corresponding IASI may
be called semi-arithmetic IASI.
Theorem 1.5. [18] A graph G admits an arithmetic IASI graph G if and only if
for any two adjacent vertices in G, the deterministic index of one vertex is a positive
integral multiple of the deterministic index of the other vertex and this positive integer
is less than or equal to the cardinality of the set-label of the latter vertex.
Definition 1.6. [19] If all the set-labels of all elements of a graph G consist of
arithmetic progressions with the same common difference d, then the corresponding
IASI is called isoarithmetic IASI.
Definition 1.7. [20] Let f be an arithmetic IASI of a graph G. For two vertices vi
and vj of G, let the common differences of f(vi) and f(vj) be di and dj respectively.
If either of di and dj, for the adjacent vertices vi and vj, is a positive integral multiple
of the other, then f is called a biarithmetic IASI. For k ∈ N0, if di = k.dj for all
adjacent vertices vi and vj in G, then f is called a biarithmetic IASI of G.
If the value of k is unique for all pairs of adjacent vertices of a biarithmetic IASI
graph G, then that biarithmetic IASI is called identical biarithmetic IASI and G is
called an identical biarithmetic IASI graph.
Theorem 1.8. [18, 19, 20] A subgraph of an arithmetic (or isoarithmetic or biarith-
metic) IASI graph is also an arithmetic IASI graph (or isoarithmetic or biarithmetic)
IASI graph.
Theorem 1.9. [20] A graph G admits an identical biarithmetic IASI if and only if
it is bipartite.
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2 New Results
In this paper, we investigate the admissibility of arithmetic integer additive set-
indexers by different operations and certain products of arithmetic IASI graphs.
2.1 Arithmetic IASIs of Graph Operations
The following result establishes the admissibility of the union of two arithmetic IASI
graphs.
Proposition 2.1. The union of two arithmetic IASI graphs admits an arithmetic
IASI graph.
Proof. let f1 and f2 be the arithmetic IASIs defined on G1 and G2 respectively. Define
a function f on G = G1 ∪G2 by
f(v) =
{
f1(v) if v ∈ G1
f2(v) if v ∈ G2.
Since both f1 and f2 are arithmetic IASIs, then f is also an arithmetic IASI on
G1 ∪G2.
Proposition 2.2. The union of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs admits an isoarith-
metic IASI graph if and only if all the vertices in both G1 and G2 have the same
deterministic index.
Proof. Let f1 and f2 be the isoarithmetic IASIs defined on G1 and G2 respectively.
Define a function f on G = G1 ∪G2 by
f(v) =
{
f1(v) if v ∈ G1
f2(v) if v ∈ G2.
Assume that the vertices of both and G1 and G2 have the same deterministic index.
Then, all the vertices of G1 ∪G2 have the same deterministic index. Therefore, f is
arithmetic IASI on G1 ∪G2.
Conversely, assume that G1 ∪G2 admits an isoarithmetic IASI, say f . Therefore,
by Theorem 1.8, its subgraphs G1 and G2 also admit isoarithmetic IASIs which are
the restrictions f1 and f2 of f to G1 and G2 respectively.
Now, recall the definition of the join of two graphs.
Definition 2.3. [11] Let G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) be two graphs. Then, their join
(or sum), denoted by G1 + G2, is the graph whose vertex set is V1 ∪ V2 and edge set
is E1 ∪ E2 ∪ Eij, where Eij = {uivj : ui ∈ G1, vj ∈ G2}.
Theorem 2.4. The join of two arithmetic IASI graphs admits an arithmetic IASI if
and only if the deterministic index of every vertex of one graph is an integral multiple
or divisor of the deterministic index of every vertex of the other graph, where this
integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing number of the vertex having smaller
deterministic index.
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Proof. Let G1 and G2 be the given arithmetic IASI graphs. Let Eij = {uivj : ui ∈
G1, vj ∈ G2} so that G1 + G2 = G1 ∪G2 ∪ 〈Eij〉.
Assume that G1 + G2 admits an arithmetic IASI, say f . Therefore, by Theorem
1.5, for all edges in 〈Eij〉 also, the deterministic index of one end vertex is an integral
multiple of the deterministic index of the other end vertex, where this integer is less
than or equal to the cardinality of the set-label of the latter vertex. Since every
vertex, say ui, in G1 is adjacent to every vertex, say vj of G2 (and vice versa),
deterministic index of ui is either a multiple or a divisor of the deterministic index of
vj, where this integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing number of the vertex
having smaller deterministic index.
Conversely, assume, without loss of generality, that the deterministic index of
every vertex of G1 is a multiple or a divisor of the deterministic index of every vertex
of G2 such that this integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing number of the
vertex having smaller deterministic index. Hence, for every edge in G1 + G2, the
deterministic index of one end vertex is an integral multiple of the deterministic
index of the other end vertex, since both G1 and G2 are arithmetic IASI graph.
Then, by Theorem 1.5, G1 + G2 admits an arithmetic IASI.
The following results establish the admissibility of arithmetic and isoarithmetic
IASIs by the join of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs.
Proposition 2.5. The join of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs is an arithmetic IASI
graph if and only if the deterministic index of the elements of one graph is an integral
multiple of the deterministic index of the elements of the other, where this integer is
less than or equal to the minimum among cardinalities of all set-labels of the former
graph.
Proof. Let G1 and G2 admit isoarithmetic IASIs f1 and f2 respectively and let Eij =
{uiuj : ui ∈ G1, uj ∈ G2} be such that G1 +G2 = G1 ∪G2 ∪ 〈Eij〉. Note that all the
elements of G1 have the same deterministic index, say d1 and all the elements of G2
also have the same deterministic index, say d2. Let that d1 6= d2.
Now, assume that the sum of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs is an arithmetic IASI
graph. Then, by Theorem 1.5, for all edges in Eij, the deterministic index of one
end vertex is an integral multiple of the deterministic index of the other, with this
integer is less than or equal to the cardinality of the set-label of the former vertex.
Without loss of generality, let d′j = k di, where di is the deterministic index of the
vertex vi in G1 and d
′
j is the deterministic index of the vertex uj in G2 and k is
a positive integer |f1(vi)|. Therefore, the deterministic index of the elements of G2
is an integral multiple of the deterministic index of the elements of G1, where this
integer is less than or equal to the minimum among the cardinalities of all set-labels
of the G1.
Conversely, assume, without loss of generality, that the deterministic index of the
elements of G2 is an integral multiple of the deterministic index of the elements of
G1, where this integer is less than or equal to the minimum among the cardinalities
of all set-labels of G1. Therefore, by Theorem 1.5, G1 + G2 admits an arithmetic
IASI.
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Proposition 2.6. The join of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs admits an isoarithmetic
IASI if and only if all the vertices in both G1 and G2 have the same deterministic
index.
Proof. First assume that G1 + G2 admits an isoarithmetic IASI, say f . Then, the
deterministic index of all vertices of G1 +G2 is the same,say d. Since, G1 and G2 are
subgraphs of G1 +G2, by Theorem 1.8, G1 and G2 admits the induced isoarithmetic
IASI of f . All the vertices in both G1 and G2 have the same deterministic index.
Conversely, the vertices in both G1 and G2 have the same deterministic index. Let
Eij = {uivj : ui ∈ G1, vj ∈ G2}. Then, for any edge in 〈Eij〉 must the deterministic
index its end vertices are the same as that of both G1 and G2. Hence, by Theorem
1.5, G1 + G2 admits an isoarithmetic IASI.
Proposition 2.7. The join of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs is an arithmetic IASI
graph if and only if the deterministic index of the elements of one graph is an integral
multiple of the deterministic index of the elements of the other.
Proposition 2.8. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs which admit identical biarithmetic
IASI. Then, G1 + G2 does not admit an identical biarithmetic IASI.
Proof. If possible, let G1 + G2 admits an identical biarithmetic IASI. Since G1 and
G2 are identical biarithmetic IASI graphs, for every pair of adjacent vertices in them,
the deterministic index of one is a positive integral multiple of the deterministic index
of the other and this positive integer is unique for all such pair vertices in G1 and
G2. Let vi be a vertex of G1 with deterministic index di and let uj and ul be two
adjacent vertices in G2 with deterministic indices d
′
j and d
′
l respectively. By Theorem
1.5, d′l = k.d
′
j for some positive integer k.
Now, vi is adjacent to both and uj and ul in G1 + G2. Then, by Theorem 1.5,
we have di = k.d
′
j, d
′
l = k.d
′
j and di = k.d
′
j, all of which cannot hold simultaneously.
Therefore, G1 + G2 does not admit an identical biarithmetic IASI. Hence, G1 + G2
does not admit an identical biarithmetic IASI.
2.2 Arithmetic IASIs of Graph Products
We discuss the admissibility of arithmetic IASI by certain graph products. First,
recall the definition of the cartesian product of two graphs.
Definition 2.9. [11] Let G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) be two graphs.Then, the carte-
sian product of G1 and G2, denoted by G1×G2, is the graph with vertex set V1× V2
defined as follows. Let u = (u1, u2) and v = (v1, v2) be two points in V1 × V2. Then,
u and v are adjacent in G1 × G2 whenever [u1 = v1 and u2 is adjacent to v2] or
[u2 = v2 and u1 is adjacent to v1]. If |Vi| = pi and Ei = qi for i = 1, 2., then
|V (G1 ×G2)| = p1p2 and i = 1, 2 and |E(G1 ×G2)| = p1q2 + p2q1.
The cartesian product G1 ×G2 may be viewed as follows. Make p2 copies of G1.
Denote these copies by G1i , which corresponds to the vertex vi of G2. Now, join the
corresponding vertices of two copies G1i and G1j if the corresponding vertices vi and
vj are adjacent in G2. Thus, we view the product G1 ×G2 as a union of p2 copies of
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G1 and a finite number of edges connecting two copies G1i and G1j of G1 according
to the adjacency of the corresponding vertices vi and vj in G2, where 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ p2.
The following theorem establishes the admissibility of arithmetic IASI by the
cartesian product of two arithmetic IASI graphs.
Theorem 2.10. The cartesian product of two arithmetic IASI graphs G1 and G2
admits an arithmetic IASI if and only if, for any pair of corresponding vertices of the
copies of G1 (or G2) which are adjacent in G1 × G2, the deterministic index of one
vertex is an integral multiple (or a divisor) of the deterministic index of the other
vertex, where this integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing number of the vertex
having smaller deterministic index.
Proof. Let U = {u1, u2, u3, . . . , un} be the vertex set of G1 and V = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vm}
be the vertex set of G2. Let G1j; 1 ≤ j ≤ m, be the m copies of G1 in G1 × G2.
Therefore, G1j = 〈Uj〉 where Uj = {uij : 1 ≤ i ≤ |E(G1)|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |E(G2)|}. Now,
for all values of j, the graphs induced by the set of vertices {uij : 1 ≤ i ≤ |E(G1)|}
are graphs isomorphic of G1 and similarly for all values of i, the graphs induced by
the set of vertices {uij : 1 ≤ j ≤ |E(G2)|} are the graphs isomorphic of G2. Without
loss of generality, let 〈U1〉 = G1 and 〈V1〉 = G2, where V1 = {ui1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ |E(G2)|}.
Also, the corresponding vertices of G1r and G1s are adjacent in G1×G2 if the vertices
vr and vs adjacent in G2.
Now, let f1 and f2 be the arithmetic IASIs of G1 and G2 respectively. Since
G1 is an arithmetic IASI graph, for two adjacent vertices ur and us in G1, we have
ds = kl.dr, where kl ≤ |f1(ur)|, is a positive integer with 1 ≤ l ≤ |E(G1)|. Similarly,
Since G2 is an arithmetic IASI graph, for two adjacent vertices vr and vs in G2, we
have d′s = k
′
l.d
′
r, where k
′
l ≤ |f2(vr)|, is a positive integer with 1 ≤ l ≤ |E(G2)|,
where di is the deterministic index of the vertex ui in G1 and d
′
j is the deterministic
index of the vertex vj in G2. Label the vertices of 〈U1〉 by the same set-labels of
G1 itself and label the vertices of the copies 〈Ur〉 and 〈Us〉 in such a way that the
deterministic indices of all vertices in Us are integral multiple of the deterministic
indices of the corresponding vertices of Ur by a unique positive integer k
′
l, k
′
l being the
same positive integer given by k′l =
d′s
d′r
where d′r and d
′
s are the deterministic indices of
the vertices vr and vs in G2 corresponding to the copies Ur and Us respectively. Then,
for every pair of adjacent vertices in G1 × G2, the deterministic index of one vertex
is an integral multiple of the deterministic index of the other. Hence, by Theorem
1.5, G1 ×G2 is an arithmetic IASI graph.
Conversely, assume that G1 × G2 admits an arithmetic IASI. Now we can take
the same set-labels of the copy U1 as the set-labels of the vertices of G1 and the same
set-labels of the graph 〈V1〉, defined above, as the set-labels of the graph G2. Since
the set-labels of all elements of G1 × G2 are AP-sets, these set-labelings of G1 and
G2 are arithmetic IASIs. Therefore G1 and G2 are arithmetic IASI graphs.
Invoking Proposition 2.10, we now establish the following results.
Corollary 2.11. The cartesian product of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs admits
an isoarithmetic IASI if and only if all vertices in both G1 and G2 hve the same
deterministic index.
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Proof. The proof is immediate form Theorem 2.10 by taking kl = 1 and k
′
l = 1.
Now, we investigate the admissibility of an arithmetic IASI by the cartesian prod-
uct of two identical biarithmetic IASI graphs.
Invoking Theorem 1.9 and Theorem 2.10 we establish the following result.
Proposition 2.12. The cartesian product of two identical biarithmetic IASI graphs
admits an identical biarithmetic IASI.
Proof. Since G1 and G2 are identical biarithmetic IASI graphs, by Theorem 1.9,
both G1 and G2 are bipartite. Therefore, since the cartesian product of two bipartite
graphs is also a bipartite graph, G1 × G2 is bipartite. Hence, G1 × G2 admits an
identical biarithmetic IASI. The labeling of the vertices in G1 × G2 follows from
Theorem 2.10 by taking kl = k
′
l = k, a unique positive integer.
Next, we proceed to verify the admissibility of arithmetic IASI by the corona of
two graphs. Now, recall the definition of corona of two graphs.
Definition 2.13. [11] By the term corona of two graphs G1 and G2, denoted by
G1 ◦G2, is the graph obtained taking one copy of G1 (which has p1 vertices) and p1
copies of G2 and then joining the i-th point of G1 to every point in the i-th copy of
G2.
The number of vertices and edges in G1 ◦G2 are p1(1 + p2) and q1 + p1q2 + p1p2
respectively, where pi and qi are the number of vertices and edges of the graph
Gi, i = 1, 2.
Theorem 2.14. Let G1 and G2 are an arithmetic IASI graphs. Then, the corona
G1 ◦ G2 admits an arithmetic IASI if and only if the deterministic index of every
vertex of one graph is an integral multiple or a divisor of the deterministic index of
every vertex of the other, where this integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing
number of the vertex having smaler deterministic index..
Proof. Let U = {u1, u2, u3, . . . , un} be the vertex set of G1 and V = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vm}
be the vertex set of G2. Let G2i; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be the n copies of G2 in G1 ◦G2. There-
fore, G2i = 〈Vi〉 where Vi = {vij : 1 ≤ i ≤ |E(G1)| and 1 ≤ j ≤ |E(G2)|}. Now, for
any value of i = r, the graphs induced by the set of vertices {vrj : 1 ≤ j ≤ |E(G2)|}
is a graph isomorphic of G2. Without loss of generality, let 〈V1〉 = G2. Also, all the
vertices of 〈Vi〉 are adjacent to the vertex ui of G1 in G1 ◦G2.
Now, assume that G1 and G2 admit arithmetic IASIs f1 and f2 respectively. Since
G1 is an arithmetic IASI graph, for two adjacent vertices ur and us in G1, we have
ds = kl.dr, where kl ≤ |f1(ur)| is a positive integer with 1 ≤ l ≤ |E(G1)|. Similarly,
since G2 is an arithmetic IASI graph, for two adjacent vertices vr and vs in G2, we
have d′s = k
′
l.d
′
r, where k
′
l ≤ |f2(vr)| is a positive integer with 1 ≤ l ≤ |E(G2)|, where
di is the deterministic index of the vertex ui in G1 and d
′
j is the deterministic index
of the vertex vj in G2. Label the vertices of 〈V1〉 by the same set-labels of G2 itself
and label the vertices of the copies 〈Vr〉; 1 < r ≤ n, by distinct sets in such a way
that the deterministic indices of the corresponding vertices in V1 and Vr have the
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same deterministic indices. Then, for every pair of adjacent vertices in G1 ◦G2, the
deterministic index of one vertex is an integral multiple of the deterministic index of
the other. Hence, by Theorem 1.5, G1 ◦G2 is an arithmetic IASI graph.
Conversely, assume that G1◦G2 admits an arithmetic IASI. Since G1 is a subgraph
of G1 ◦ G2, by Theorem 1.8, G1 admits an arithmetic IASI. Also, we can take the
same set-labels of the copy V1 as the set-labels of the vertices of G2 and the same
set-labels of the component graph 〈V1〉 of G1 ◦ G2, defined above, as the set-labels
of the graph G2. Since the set-labels of all elements of G1 × G2 are AP-sets, these
set-labelings of G1 and G2 are arithmetic IASIs. Therefore G1 and G2 are arithmetic
IASI graphs.
Invoking Proposition 2.10, we now establish the following results.
Proposition 2.15. The corona of two isoarithmetic IASI graphs admits an isoarith-
metic IASI if and only if all vertices in both G1 and G2 hve the same deterministic
index.
Proof. The proof is immediate form Theorem 2.14.
Proposition 2.16. The corona of two identical biarithmetic IASI graphs does not
admit an identical biarithmetic IASI.
Proof. Since the corona of two bipartite graphs is not a bipartite graph, by theorem
1.9, G1 ◦G2 does not admit an identical biarithmetic IASI.
2.3 Arithmetic IASIs of Graph Complements
In this section, we discuss the admissibility of arithmetic IASI by complements of
given arithmetic IASI graphs. Note that the vertices of a graph G and its comple-
ments have the same set-labels and hence the same deterministic indices.
Theorem 2.17. The complement of an arithmetic IASI graph G admits an arith-
metic IASI if and only if the deterministic index of any vertex of G is an integral
multiple or divisor of the deterministic index of every other vertex of G.
Proof. First assume that the deterministic index of any vertex of G is an integral
multiple or divisor of the deterministic index of every other vertex of G. Hence, for
any pair of adjacent vertices in G¯ also, the deterministic index of one vertex is an
integral multiple of the deterministic index of the other. Hence by Theorem 1.5, G¯
admits an arithmetic IASI.
Conversely, assume that G¯ admits an arithmetic IASI. Since every pair of vertices
in V (G) are either adjacent in G or in its complement G¯ and both G and G¯ are
arithmetic IASI graphs, for every pair of vertices the deterministic index of one
vertex must be a multiple of the deterministic index of the other.
Proposition 2.18. The complement of an isoarithmetic IASI graph is also an isoarith-
metic IASI graph.
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Proof. Let G be an isoarithmetic IASI graph. Then, the deterministic index of all
vertices of G (and G¯) are the same. Therefore, G¯ admits an isoarithmetic IASI.
Proposition 2.19. The complement of an identical biarithmetic IASI never admits
an identical biarithmetic IASI.
Proof. The complement of a bipartite graph G is not a bipartite graph. Hence, by
Theorem 1.9, G¯ does not admit an identical biarithmetic IASI.
3 Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed some characteristics of certain graphs operations and
products which admit arithmetic IASIs. We have not addressed certain Problems in
this area which are still open.
The following are some of the open problems we have identified in this area.
Problem 1. Examine the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
non-identical biarithmetic IASIs for given graphs.
Problem 2. Discuss the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of arith-
metic IASIs for some other products, such as lexicographic product, tensor product,
strong product, rooted product etc., of arithmetic IASI graphs.
Problem 3. Discuss the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of arith-
metic IASIs of all types for certain powers of arithmetic IASI graphs.
Problem 4. Discuss the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of arith-
metic IASIs for different graph classes having arithmetic IASIs.
Problem 5. Characterise certain graphs and graph classes in accordance with their
admissibility of identical and non-identical biarithetic IASIs.
The IASIs under which the vertices of a given graph are labeled by different
standard sequences of non negative integers, are also worth studying. The problems
of establishing the necessary and sufficient conditions for various graphs and graph
classes to have certain IASIs still remain unsettled.
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